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:ai:a3Sicn for Africa

The fir«t report on the World Food Program to the Economic
Commission for Africa submitted at the Fifth Session of the Commission
in February 1963 was devoted mainly to the Program's structure, its
resources and the activities which the Program has boen called to

undertake.

Only a few emergency operations had been completed at the time.

Since then, the Program has been gradually moving from the stage of
general preparation and determination of basic policy and procedure to ,he
stage of actually initiating- and operating concrete projects, particularly
in its moot important field of activity - that of food aid for economic and
social development, for which reauests are being submitted to ,he Program

at an ever-increasing rate.

Support for the Program

The activities of the World Food Program have been discussed and
reviewed during recent months in a considerable number of international ana

national meetings, such as the 12th Session of the FAO Conference the 36th
Session of the Economic and Social Council of the United ITations, the 40th
Session of the Council of FAO, the World Food Congress, the 13th General
Conference of the International Federation of Agricultural Producers and a
number of meetings of national farm organizations. The interest in, and
support for, the Program which almost invariably resulted from the
discussions have been a most encouraging experience. There is, however, a

"common trend running through the various resolutions adopted by. these
bodies, namely, the concern that the original target of £,100 million set xor
the total resources of the experimental program should be reached as soon as

possible and that the present shortfall in cash contributions, which greatly
hampers the flexibility of the Program and consequently its experimental

value, be remedied.

Resources

As ql 3D November 1963, 57 Hember Governments have pledged contri

butions to the Programs representing, since the last report to ECA, an
increase of 19, including the following African countries?

CONGO (Leopoldville) LIBIA
DAHOMEY " LIBERIA
ETHIOPIA ' SIERRA LEONE

IVORY COAST TUxTISIA
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The number of contributing'countries in Africa has thus increased from
"pveHo Sixteen, The available resources have reached a total of
seven to oixiecn million since the previous report.
$90 94O?OQOj an increase oj. WO mi-L.LJ.un biuu^ j^

Although total resources are thu

3=ll iiE
3

covered "by service pledges.

Commodities

The Proaram has at its disposal a wide variety of commodities.
Lll^lT th dities are diminishing

The Proaram has at its disposal a wide variety of .
Lll^lTof a ~ood many of these commodities are diminishing

However, supplies ofj &ood commoaities as rice, sugar and

^^^S^in small amounts -^f^'^miVLd
diti t sually in surplus, auon ^^^A

^^^S^ small amounts -^f^'^miVLd fish,
commodities not usually in surplus, auon ^^^Appreciable quantitie
which had been made available £ ^^ ^/in"commodity pledges

^^Z^ the Program^J-stituting much-

^mmEodities for the various
rr^r
intended for development projects.

Emergency operations

A succession of natural disasters and the migration of refugees from

,. ,■ -t j ^j- ^77i ^70 rliiTinp- the second and tjiira sxageb uj. ^l.j-&
commodities valued .au ^771,37^ Juf^| ^ $310,000 have T:een

rrS^r^r1 i:oSdVartimas\:17S9a^;P^s^n and S^ri respectively,
emergency operations in Iran ^he Program supplxad^hoat

/ + *inr mn +n -pp^iace wheat which had teen reverted zo seeaing.

,726 for freight, insurance and superintendence.

For the eleven emergency operations carried out since its inception,
the ProgramtL supplied or committed 66,1O7 tons of commodities bringing
the to?fl expenditures and commitments for emergency assistance to over
$7 and 3/4 million.
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In two countries which also suffered from major natural,disasters,-.

WFP emergency assistance has not been 'required. In the case of Haiti,

which was also struck "by Hurricane Flora? the Government of the United

States, in cooperation with private relief agencies and the League of Red

Cross Societies, is. providing the hulk of the food aid requireds and ■

assistance "by the World Food Program may, therefore, not be necessary. In

the case of Yugoslavia; where an earthquake destroyed the city of Skopje,

similar conditions prevailed. Instead of emergency assistance, the World
Food Program is,"however, supplying food aid for a project of rehabilitation

' and reconstruction of Skopje, thus providing employment for a large number
of workers.

. . ' Even so, however, it is almost a certainty that the requirements

for WFP emergency food aid, even after a most careful scrutiny, willa in ■

1963, be in excess of the $7 million funds earmarked for that 'year. Because
of this situation and because, "by their very nature, emergencies are

difficult to predict, the Intergovernmental Committee, at its Fourth

Session, authorized the Executive Director to draw in advance, late in 1963

and 1964s up to $2 million on the funds earmarked for emergencies in the
following year.

Special feeding programs

Requests for special feeding projects, especially from African

countries, are being received lately at an increasing rate. The main

reason for this is the growing desire on the part of the African governments,

to increase -school attendance and to remedy inbalance between primary and
■ secondary schools3 as well as the wish to create equal educational

opportunities for different regions within a given country.

In developing a general policy for sp.ecial feeding programs, in

consultation with UMCEF, WHO and FAO, the World Food Program has taken

into consideration the activities carried out in the same field by other
agencies, official as well as private, national as well as international*

It is the Program's intention to cooperate fully with theae agencies to
avoid duplication.

In the choice of special feeding projects, the Program will give
preference to those which are original in character and through which
further experience in the utilization, of food supplies for special feeding
programs can be gathered.

As an, example, tfFP is exploring, in cooperation with UNICEF, WHO and
FAO and the governments concerned, the possibility of starting in three
countries in three different regions of the world projects for the intro

duction of special nutritious food for infants and school children, One of
these countries is Senegal. It is the intention that UITICEF will provide

equipment and assistance in financing technical advice, while the World
Food Program will provide the whole or part of the necessary foodstuffs in
the initial phase until the whole project can carry on on a commercial basis.
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Eoonomic and social development -projects

The use of food aid as a contribution towards eoonomic and social"
growth occupies a central position in the activities of the World Food
Program. In developing projects for economic and social development, it has
been the Program's policy to use food aid to promote specific development
projects. This, among other needs, makes it possible to define objectives
of projects more precisely and to carry through their complete evaluation.
Judging from the large number of official requests which have been received
for food aid for economic and social development, the project approach has
found general acceptance. As of 30 November 1963, including special feeding
projects, a total of 107 active official requests for food aid of non-
eraergency character were being considered, as follows? 27 in Africa, 24 in
Asia, 16 in Europe, 21 in Latin America and 19 in the Near East. The total
•11^ °f food or feed for these Projects is estimated at over $46,000,000 or
•09,000,000, including transportation, insurance and superintendence. New
requests are being received at a rate of approximately ten per month, and
there 13 a strong likelihood that towards the middle of next year the
Program's available resources will be fully committed with the exception of
those to be set aside for emergency action.

As to the nature of the requests for projects received thus far,
experience shows that rural development projects, under which agriculture
and community development are included, constitute by far the largest number,
accounting xo.r as high as 6&fc of the total project requests, Special feeding
projects account for 17# and non-agricultural projects for 1%: The rural
development category includes projects for colonisation'and land settlement,
land reclamation and development, irrigation and drainage, afforestation and
promotion of animal husbandry. That the bulk of the project requests
received thus far are for the development of the rural areas is not
surprising, since it is the rural areas in developing countries which suffer
most from unemployment and underemployment and consequently from poverty,
hunger and malnutrition. :Most WFP projects are designed to make a direct "
contribution to the solution of the problems of those parts of the developing
countries which are most in need of help and which do not always benefit
enough from other forms of foreign aid, especially financial aid.

In the preparation of projects for rural developments WPP is
gradually developing new techniques designed to provide the workers and
their families with adequate diets based on nutritional considerations, thus
improvmg simultaneously their standards of health, their working capacity
and their level of living in general. It is hoped that many of these
projects will create permanent employment opportunities. A number of
projects of this type which are now in process of being developed clearly " "
indicate tnat .here is. an opportunity for the World Food Program -to break
entirely new ground in the vast domain of rural development •■ '
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However, the emphasis on rural development does not mean that other

possibilities for using food for economic and social development can be
neglected. That up till now the percentage of non-agricultural projects

has been low is partly due to the fact that governments have not been
sufficiently aware of the possibilities which food aid offers in the non-
agricultural fields such as road building; housing, preparation of

industrial estates, eto. Where necessary, it is intended to discuss these
possibilities further with-governments, more particularly by making full
use of the assistance which the technical departments of the.United .Nations
oan offer. Since WFP is an experimental program, it is very desirable that
experience is gained .with as large a variety of projects as possible and a

greater share of projects in the non-agricultural field is, therefore, of
direct interest for the Program as a whole.

Approved projects for economic and social development

As of 30 November 1963, the Executive Director has approved fourteen
projects for economic and social development and special feeding programs
within his delegation of authority, where the total cost of WFP commodities
does not exceed .$500,000. The UN/FAO Intergovernmental'Committee, at its
Third and Fourth Sessions respectively, has approved 12 projects, bringing
the total of approved projects to 26.

Projects in Africa

Nine of the 26 approved projects are for economic and social develop
ment and special feeding programs in eight African countries.' As is the case
m the overall distribution of projects by categories, the bulk of WFP
assistance to the economic and social development of African countries is in
the field of agriculture. Of the nine approved projects, two are for special
ieodmg programs, the others for land settlement and rural development.

Land settlement in Ghana, Sudan and Tanganyika

The creation of artificial lakes through the construction of the
Aswan Dam m Egypt and the Volta River Dam in Ghana requires the resettle
ment of large numbers of people.

In Ghana, WFP assistance will provide food for six months to 80,000
people who are being resettled in 52 villages. Part of WFP food will be
sold and the sales proceeds will be used to pay part of the wages of 2,000
workers engaged in the construction of 10,000 houses, roads, drainage
systems and other public works. Through the development of cooperatives,
diversification of crops and mechanized farming, as part of the project, it
is expected that the present pattern of subsistence farming will change into
improved methods of agricultural production and bring to the settlers a'
higher standard of living.
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To this project, WFP will provide a total of 6,172 tons of food,

including wheat, maize, canned fish and canned meat, dried skim milk, soya

"bean oil and "butter, at a total value of $1,185,960.

In the Sudan, 50,000 people in Wadi Haifa are "being displaced "by the

waters of the Aswan Dam. In a vast program of resettlement and development

of new land initiated by the Government? the displaced farmers will be

settled in Khashm-El-Girba. WFP assistance, consisting of 5,290 tons of

foodstuffs, valued at $7.63,810, will be distributed to the settlers, free

of charge, for their 800-mile journey and during the. early stages of their

settlement until they can harvest their first crops. The Government has

undertaken the construction of new villages and irrigation canals in the

resettlement area. The farmers will also receive from the Government

agricultural tools, seeds and fertilizer as long-term loans, for the

operation of their holdings in the early stages of their settlement.

. In Tanganyika, to provide new.opportunities for under-employed people

now living in over-populated urban areas where employment opportunities are

insufficient,, the Government has undertaken settlement projects on hitherto

uncultivated land. WFP will supply for this project 2,139 tons of

commodities valued at $258,000, which will provide food to the settlers

during the early stages of their settlement. It is expected that this

project, in addition to creating permanent employment for several thousand

people, will make a modest contribution to the economic growth of

Tanganyika through additional agricultural production.

Land reclamation and rural development in Chad and in Morocco

In Chad, the purpose of WPP assistance is to enable the Government

to provide local food to farmers on Lake Chad who are reclaiming land for

cultivation through the repair and construction of dykes. WFP will supply

to the Government 5,880 tons of wheat, to be sold to a newly established

mill at Fort Lamy. With the sales' proceeds, the Government will purchase

local food to be''distributed to" the farmers engaged in land reclamation
works. ■ ■■ .

In addition, local food purchased .through the sales of WFP wheat

will be used in a school feeding program in order to increase the very low

school attendance and to improve dietary habits.

The objective of WFP assistance is to enable-farmers to contribute

their labour to reclamation of land and, through the establishment of new

polders for intensive production, the Government expects the production of
wheat to reach 8,000 tons per year.

To assist the Government of Morocco in improving rural life and

agricultural production in the Western Rif area, WFP is supplying 6,000
tons of food, valued at $478,000, which will be used as part payment of

wages to farmers with small holdings, who are participating in labour
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incentive projects for rural development during that part of the year when

their own farms require little work to "be done. In addition to contributing

to rural improvement, the projects undertaken with WFP assistance are

expected to demonstrate ways with which to achieve agrarian transformation.

Settlement of nomads and livestock husbandry in

the United Ara"b Ro-public and community development in Sudan

For the settlement of nomadic sheep owners in the coastal zone of

UAR and to promote improved grazing habits, WFJP will supply to the
Government 40,000 tons of barley to be used as fodder reserve for sheep

during the drought season and to reduce over-grazing of available pasture.

To assist the nomads in establishing themselves permanently on reclaimed

land made available by the Government, WFP will also supply 817 tons of
food, including canned beef, dried fish, edible oils, cheese, dried fruit,

tea and dried milk, to be distributed to the sheep owners and their ■

families free of charge. The total cost of WFP commodities amounts to

$2,300,000.

The objective of the project for community development in Sudan is

to increase agricultural production, especially of wheat and sugar, in^the

areas of Khartoum and Managil, by giving support to self-help efforts in

110.villages. WFF will supply 1,000 tons of various foodstuffs, valued at

$231,700, which will be distributed to farmers and their families who

participate in projects of soil improvement, irrigation; construction of

roa,ds and other undertakings, which are to contribute to the economic

development of the communities. WF? food, not to exceed 20% of the total

assistance, may be sold for the purchase of tools and construction

materials needed for the proposed improvements.

School feeding programs in Mauritania and To^o

In both programs, WFP assistance has as its primary objective the

increase of school attendance.

In Mauritania, the facilities in secondary and vocational schools

are insufficient and cannot absorb all the children who qualify for enrol

ment after leaving primary school. The purpose of WFP assistance is to

enable the Government to increase enrolment capacity of boarding facilities

in secondary and vocational schools. In addition to allowing a 2J/'c

increase is enrolment, WFP aid will make it possible for the school

authorities to conduct courses for a full school year instead of ending

thorn prematurely, duo to lech of fund^.

In Togo, WFF assistance will provide meals to 5,000 children in five

villages in the northern and central part of the country where school

attendance is low because schools are often too far for children to go home

for the raidco-y meal. Since the schools have, at present, no eating
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-f^n-n-i+iP* nart o"'- the WFP :.'ood is intended for payment of wages in
2nd to workers w£ *11 construct 15 school canteens and the necessary
storage facilities.

In both Programs, TOT food aid, valued at ^76,000 will serve to
teach better food patterns to the children, witxi the expectation that tne.
will in turn, introduce these better habits wi ,hm -their i-amixie*.

To date, the Program has had an effective operational life of less
than one yet/ ihilLe t£is is too short a pericd on whxch^tc^ase^eve^ a

Programs future before its experimental period comes to an end on
31 December 1965-

In addition, five WS studies which aro ooncerned ri^h

S enSle Se^andMo, as well as the governments concerned
ider the results achieved ty the Program, as early as possible, it

Pro^
to consider the results achieved ty the Program, a

^; in Marc, or^^ST^t^ted^iL I^t^o^x^n^ Co^tte;
April of 1965, and then the sessions of ECOSOC and the FAO Council in the
tame yeLV The reconnnendat^.s o, these two bodies and the final report of
the Executive Director to he issued late m l9^-j wxll give to the General
fs'embly anlthe FAO Council , at their 1965 sessions, the comprehensive
information which *ey will retire to decide on the future course and
scope cf the Uorlcl Fcod "frugrarn.


